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EVOLVING SECURITIES INITIATIVE
ESI HIGHLIGHTS

climate change - digital age - techno-human 
NEW WORLDS. NEW HARMSCAPES. NEW FRAMINGS.

What is the ESI?
Climate change, the digital age and the rise of the techno-human give rise to critical
security issues that impact communities, organisations and even humanity as a
whole. The Evolving Securities Initiative (ESI) is a network of scholars and
professionals from across the globe who are dedicated to understanding those
issues and to finding innovative responses.

What is the ESI Highlights?
The ESI Highlights is a digital publication distributed quarterly to members of the
ESI, providing updates on developments in the network and in the world at large
relevant to the New Worlds, New Harmscapes and New Framings. A key objective is
to actively share the different thinkings and re-framings with which ESI Members are
currently engaging. While we anticipate that a few core issues, such as Resilience
and Collaboration, will remain relevant across all editions of the ESI Highlights, we'll



organise each individual edition around a specific theme. We’ll structure the ESI

Highlights to include the following:

ESI Speaks Opinion Editorial: An opinion piece contributed by one or more
ESI Members that addresses a specific issue relevant to the New Worlds, New

Harmscapes and New Framings

ESI Members Updates: Profiles of ESI Members, their work and interests,
including updates on journal articles, research studies, presentations,
interests, etc.
ESI Events Updates: Summaries of past ESI events and notices of future ESI
events
Curated Material Updates: Links to other interesting scholarly articles,
research studies and news items curated from other sources

We invite and encourage ESI Members to forward updates, articles, links,
book/article reviews and other content for us to include in upcoming editions of the
ESI Highlights.

A very warm welcome to the latest members to join the ESI network -
Kurt Ackermann and Charlotte Lemanski.

ESI Speaks Opinion Editorial
Changing the World through
Big Collaboration
Richard Hart in collaboration with Julie

Berg

The ESI was founded on a recognition
of the urgent imperative for immediate,
coordinated responses amongst
diverse global players to the
21st century harmscapes and
associated security governance issues:
The ESI is intended to foster a new
level of collaboration amongst leading
security professionals and academics
in generating new thinking, new
knowledge and new responses in
relation to the 3 new worlds of climate
change, digital age and the rise of the
techno-human.

view online

https://evolvingsecuritiesinitiative.com/2019/03/24/the-case-for-collaboration/


ESI Members Updates

Green Criminology and Environmental
Crimes and Harms
Security and the Anthropocene
Accommodating landscape-scale
shocks

Curated Material Updates

Team Human vs. Team AI

Top Global Threat: Climate Change

followed by Cyberattacks

Managing Natural Disasters with the

help of AI

Questions raised about airplane

automation

AI versus human debate

Pay Equity goals outweigh data security

risks?

Climate Ready Infrastructure

WANT TO SHARE?

Have interesting ESI-related articles
or videos you'd like to share with the
network? Email links to Hin Wah:
esi@proactive-resolutions.com

WANT TO KEEP UP WITH ESI?

ESI now has a Twitter handle
@EvolvingESI where we will be
sharing ESI-related content on a
more regular basis.

ESI Events Updates 
ENERGY AND WATER
SECURITY EVENT IN
SYDNEY (FEBRUARY 2019)
The PLuS Alliance, UNSW Law in
conjunction with ESI held a workshop
on: Energy Transitions: Governing

Unconventional Gas, Renewables and

the Energy-Environment Nexus. The
PLuS Alliance is a collaborative
relationship between Arizona State
University (ASU), Kings College
London (KCL), and the University of
New South Wales (UNSW Sydney).
The workshop brought together leading
legal scholars from PLuS Alliance
universities and others, to discuss the
challenges and opportunities
surrounding the intersection of laws

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/soc4.12650
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324043573_Security_and_the_Anthropocene_Law_International_Relations_and_Criminology
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/d573efca9578114dcb1bf8a06/files/8fb525ff-5b42-4115-8a10-031e814ad208/Simpson._2018._Geoforum_Accommodating_landscape_scale_shocks_Lessons_on_transition_from_CapeTown_and_Puerto_Rico.pdf
https://www.strategy-business.com/article/Team-Human-vs-Team-AI?gko=4d55d
https://www.pewglobal.org/2019/02/10/climate-change-still-seen-as-the-top-global-threat-but-cyberattacks-a-rising-concern/
https://theconversation.com/ai-could-help-us-manage-natural-disasters-but-only-to-an-extent-90777
https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/15/18267365/boeing-737-max-8-crash-autopilot-automation
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/11/tech/ai-versus-human-ibm-debate/index.html
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/daily-labor-report/employers-doubt-pay-equity-goals-outweigh-data-security-risks
https://theconversation.com/what-is-climate-ready-infrastructure-some-cities-are-starting-to-adapt-91784
https://twitter.com/EvolvingESI


governing energy transitions. The
articles will be published in a journal
special issue and edited book and
facilitate ongoing dialogue and
collaboration on the critical and
interconnected issues surrounding
energy transitions and the energy-
environment nexus.  
 
Update provided by Tariro Mutongwizo

ESI Events Updates  
ENERGY AUTHORS
WORKSHOP IN CAPE TOWN
(MARCH 2019) 
The authors of Electricity, Energy

Transitions and the

Anthropocene: Energy for a Habitable

Earth met in Cape Town, South Africa.
The purpose of the meeting was to
develop a clear idea of what the book
will do and what it will look like. The
workshop was very productive, with
agreement being reached on the exact
scope of the book as well as the
envisaged outline of each chapter.
Several concepts discussed, that will
be dealt with in this book, include the
Anthropocene, earth systems, social
systems, technology, infrastructure,
alliances, regulation, elites and
prosumers. The book is expected to be
published in early-2020. 
 
Update provided by Louise du Toit

COMING UP: 
ESI@BNE Apr/May 2019 - workshop on the security of flows (by invitation)

We have created a family of icons for the ESI network. 
 

The 'shifting worlds' icon at the beginning of the Highlights, which will serve as the
ESI logo, encapsulates the intention of the network in creating a differently-framed
awareness around and responses to the challenges of three new worlds. Alongside
the ESI logo, we have created four-related designs to depict the three new worlds -
the anthropocene, the techno-human, the digital age, and a fourth design for ESI-
related events. The icons will be used in upcoming ESI activities/publications as
'beacons' to draw links between the three new worlds, events and articles. Icon

designs by Carlo Milandri. 
 

ESI Icons (clockwise from the left): 
Anthropocene, Techno-Human, Digital Space and Events.
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